. Breakpoint assembly and validation of deletions using TIGRA and BLAT (.xls) Enrichment analysis was performed in STRING-v10 2 . Enrichment analysis was performed in STRING-v10 2 . 
SNP selection for Principal Component Analysis
We performed PCA on 167,861 bi-allelic SNPs, randomly selected from 29 bovine autosomes. From the raw SNP calls, we extracted 1% high-quality bi-allelic SNPs from each of the twenty nine chromosome and combined all the SNPs for PCA. Following codes were used for extracting and filtering bi-allelic SNPs from bovine autosomes:  PCA using plink-1.9-rc plink-1.9-rc \ --vcf Chr1_29.Random_SNPs.vcf.gz \ --pca \ --out Chr1_29.Random_SNPs \ --cow
